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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an analytic solution procedure of the rotationally restrained hinged-hinged beam
subjected to transverse motions at supports based on EBT (Euler-Bernoulli beam theory). The EBT so-
lutions are compared with the solutions based on TBT (Timoshenko beam theory) for a wide range of the
rotational restraint parameter (kL=EI) of slender beams whose slenderness ratio is greater than 100. The
comparison shows the followings. The internal loads such as bending moment and shearing force of an
extremely thin beam obtained by EBT show a good agreement with those obtained by TBT. But the
discrepancy between two solutions of internal loads tends to increase as the slenderness ratio decreases.
A careful examination shows that the discrepancy of the internal loads originates from their dynamic
components whereas their static components show a little difference between EBT and TBT. This result
suggests that TBT should be employed even for slender beams to consider the rotational effect and the
shear deformation effect on dynamic components of the internal loads. The influence of the parameter
on boundary conditions is examined by manipulating the spring stiffness from zero to a sufficiently large
value.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In nuclear power plant, beam-type components such as fuel
assembly, heat exchanger tubes and control element assembly are
supported with either classically or elastically restrained ends, or
with both. If such components are connected to different main
structures, their ends may experience spatially different motions
during an earthquake and they vibrate due to the support motions.

The present study presents an analytical solution procedure of
Euler-Bernoulli beam with rotationally restrained ends that are
subjected to support motions. This paper is the pair to the parallel
study of reference 1, which treats the vibration of Timoshenko
beam with rotationally restrained and transversely moving
supports.

The problem of free vibrations of Euler-Bernoulli beams resting
on elastic supports has been investigated by many researchers and
the study of the beam with several complicating effects has
received considerable treatments. A lot of the studies have been
performed to examine the influence of rotational and/or
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
translational restraints at the ends on natural frequencies and
natural modes of vibrating beams. Because of the great number of
publications, some references are cited for a brief survey. Free vi-
brations of uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam with elastically
restrained support or supports are treated by Chun [2], Lee [3],
Grant [4], Hibbeler [5], Maurizi, et al. [6], Goel [7], Laura et al. [8],
Rao et al. [9], and Digilov et al. [10]. Non-uniform beams with
elastically restrained ends have also been extensively investigated
by Verniere de Irassar et al. [11], Laura et al. [12], Alvarez et al. [13],
Grossi et al. [14], and Hozhabrossadati [15]. Meanwhile, the in-
fluences of elastic restraints at ends of Timoshenko beam on the
free vibrations have been investigated by Abbas [16], Laura et al.
[17], Lee and Lin [18], Kocaturk and Simsek [19], Demirgag [20],
Quintana et al. [21], Shi et al. [22], and Soares et al. [23].

As for the forced vibrations, Euler-Bernoulli beam supported by
classical moving supports has been investigated by many re-
searchers since Mindlin and Goodman [24] proposed a procedure
for extending the method of separation of variables to the solution
of beam vibration problems with time-dependent boundary con-
ditions. Following the paper, many investigators, Masri [25], Chen
et al. [26], Zhang et al. [27], Xia and Zhong [28], and Kim [29]
employed the concept of quasi-static decomposition method to
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solve the beam vibration subjected to support motions. However, it
is hardly found one-dimensional vibration analysis of beams rested
on elastically restrained supports and subjected to support mo-
tions. Recently, Kim and Ryu [1] presented an analytic solution
procedure for flexural vibration of a rotationally restrained hinged-
hinged Timoshenko beam at the supports during an earthquake.

In this study, focusing on the influence of the rotationally flex-
ible supports on the internal loads such as bending moment and
shearing force during an earthquake, the EBT solution are
compared with TBT solutions. The comparison indicates that the
rotational effect and the shear deformation effect of dynamic
components of the internal loads should not be neglected and TBT
should be employed even for slender beams subjected to support
motions irrespective of values of the parameter.
2. Rotationally restrained Euler-Bernoulli beam subjected to
support motions

The system shown schematically in Fig. 1 is a rotationally
restrained beam by torsion springs at supports that are fluctuating
vertically. The equation of motion and boundary conditions of the
hinged-hinged beam with uniform cross section are derived by
using Hamilton’s principle. The equation of motion of the beam is

rA
v2yðx; tÞ

vt2
þ EI

v4yðx; tÞ
vx4

¼ 0; 0< x< L (1)

where y(x, t) is the transverse displacement at a point x and time t,
and EI, r, A and L are the flexural rigidity, the mass density, the
cross-sectional area and the length of the beam, respectively. The
boundary conditions are

yðx; tÞjx¼0 ¼ aðtÞ;"
EI

v2yðx; tÞ
vx2

� kL
vyðx; tÞ

vx
¼ 0

#
x¼0

¼ 0;

yðx; tÞjx¼L ¼ bðtÞ;"
EI

v2yðx; tÞ
vx2

þ kR
vyðx; tÞ

vx
¼ 0

#
x¼L

¼ 0;

(2)

where a(t) and b(t) are support displacements, and kL and kR are
torsional spring stiffnesses at supports as shown in Fig. 1.

Assume that the initial conditions are

yðx; tÞjt¼0 ¼ y0ðxÞ;
vyðx; tÞ

vt
jt¼0 ¼ _y0ðxÞ:

(3)

The constitutive equations for the bending moment M(x, t) and
the shearing force Q(x, t) are as follows and their positive directions
Fig. 1. A rotationally restrained beam by torsion springs that are subjected to the time-
dependent support displacements, a(t) at the left end and b(t) at the right end.
are shown in Fig. 2.

Mðx; tÞ ¼ EI
v2yðx; tÞ

vx2
;

Qðx; tÞ ¼ �EI
v3yðx; tÞ

vx3
:

(4)
2.1. Quasi-static displacements

According to the quasi-static decomposition method, the
displacement yðx; tÞ in Eqs. (1)e(4) can be expressed as the sum of
static part and dynamic part, i.e.,

yðx; tÞ¼ ysðx; tÞ þwðx; tÞ; (5)

where ysðx; tÞ and wðx; tÞ denote static displacement and dynamic
displacement, respectively. The static displacement should satisfy
following partial differential equation and the boundary conditions
in Eq. (2).

EI
v4ysðx; tÞ

vx4
¼0; 0< x< L: (6)

Solving Eq. (6) directly by using the boundary conditions in Eq.
(2), we obtain

ysðx; tÞ¼ L1ðxÞ , aðtÞþ L2ðxÞ,bðtÞ; (7)

where

L1ðxÞ¼1� L2ðxÞ; (8)

L2ðxÞ¼

0
BB@

�2ðPL þ PLPR þ PRÞ
�x
L

�3
þ 3PLð2þ PRÞ

�x
L

�2
þ6ð2þ PRÞ

�x
L

�
1
CCA

4PL þ PLPR þ 4PR þ 12
: (9)

The parameters of PL and PR in Eq. (9) are called rotational re-
straint parameters and they are defined as

PL ¼
kLL
EI

; PR ¼ kRL
EI

: (10)

If the values of PL and PR vanish simultaneously, L2ðxÞ in Eq. (9)
becomes

L2ðxÞ¼
x
L
: (11)

Thus Eq. (7) can be written as
Fig. 2. Free-body diagram of a beam element.
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ysðx; tÞ¼
�
1� x

L

�
aðtÞ þ x

L
bðtÞ; (12)

which is identical to the static displacement that of hinged-hinged
beam (HeH beam). This is proved in Appendix.

If both PL and PR become infinity, L2ðxÞ in Eq. (9) becomes

L2ðxÞ¼ � 2
�x
L

�3
þ 3

�x
L

�2
; (13)

and thus Eq. (7) can be written as

ysðx; tÞ¼
�
1þ2

�x
L

�3
�3
�x
L

�2�
aðtÞ þ

�

� 2
�x
L

�3
þ3
�x
L

�2�
bðtÞ; (14)

which is identical to that of clamped-clamped beam (CeC beam).
This is also shown in Appendix.
2.2. Dynamic displacements

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (1) and using Eq. (6), one can ex-
press Eq. (1) in terms of the dynamic displacement as

rA
v2wðx; tÞ

vt2
þ EI

v4wðx; tÞ
vx4

¼ � rA
v2ysðx; tÞ

vt2
: (15)

The boundary conditions in Eq. (2) can be rewritten in terms of
dynamic components by using Eq. (5) as follows.

wð0; tÞ ¼ 0;

wðL; tÞ ¼ 0;"
EI

v2wðx; tÞ
vx2

� kL
vwðx; tÞ

vx

#
x¼0

¼ 0;

"
EI

v2wðx; tÞ
vx2

þ kR
vwðx; tÞ

vx

#
x¼L

¼ 0:

(16)

The initial conditions in Eq. (3) are also written as

wðx;0Þ ¼ y0ðxÞ � ysðx; tÞjt¼0;

vwðx; tÞ
vt

jt¼0 ¼ _y0ðxÞ �
vysðx; tÞ

vt
jt¼0:

(17)
2.2.1. Frequency equation and natural modes
Assuming the solution of the free vibration of the beam gov-

erned by Eq. (15) as wðx; tÞ ¼ WðxÞejut , where u is a natural fre-
quency, one can obtain the following governing differential
equation for the free vibration.

d4WðxÞ
dx4

� b4WðxÞ ¼ 0; 0< x< L (18)

where b4 ¼ u2rA=EI. The boundary conditions of Eq. (18) can be
expressed, from Eq. (16), as
WðxÞjx¼0 ¼ 0;"
EI

d2WðxÞ
dx2

� kL
vWðxÞ
dx

#
x¼0

¼ 0;

WðxÞjx¼L ¼ 0;"
EI

d2WðxÞ
dx2

þ kR
dWðxÞ
dx

#
x¼L

¼ 0:

(19)

Some classical boundary conditions may be considered as the
special cases of Eq. (19). For example, a hinged support can be
obtained by assuming the spring stiffness is zero and a fixed sup-
port by assuming it extremely large.

The general solution of Eq. (18) is

WðxÞ¼C1 sin bxþ C2 cos bxþ C3 sinh bxþ C4 cosh bx; (20)

where Ci ði¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ are arbitrary constants.
Using the boundary conditions in Eq. (19), one can obtain the

following frequency equation.

lPL
sin l� sinh l

sinh l

�
2l2ðcos l� cosh lÞþ lPR�

sin lþ sinh lþðcos l� cosh lÞcosh l

sinh l

� �

þ
�
� 2l2 þ lPL

cos l� cosh l

sinh l

	�

� 2l2 sin lþ lPR

�
cos l� sin l

sinh l
cosh l

	�
¼0; (21)

where l ¼ bL. Eq. (21) yields an infinite set of lr ¼ L
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2
r rA=EI

4
q

ðr ¼
1; 2; …Þ, where ur is the r-th natural frequency. Using Eq. (19) and
Eq. (20), one can obtain the following natural modes for lr ðr ¼ 1; 2;
…Þ.

WrðxÞ¼C1
h
sin
�
lr
x
L

�
�ðm1Þr sinh

�
lr
x
L

�
�ðm2Þr

n
cos
�
lr
x
L

�
� cosh

�
lr
x
L

�
�ðm3Þr sinh

�
lr
x
L

�o i
;

(22)

where

ðm1Þr ¼
sin lr
sinh lr

;

ðm2Þr ¼
lrPL

sin lr � sinh lr
sinh lr

�2l2r þ lrPL
cos lr � cosh lr

sinh lr

;

ðm3Þr ¼
cos lr � cosh lr

sinh lr
:

(23)
2.2.2. Orthogonality condition and normal modes
Eq. (18) can be rewritten as

d2

dx2

 
EI

d2W
�
x
�

dx2

!
¼u2rAWðxÞ: (24)

The governing equation of Eq. (24) for the r-th mode is
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d2

dx2

 
EI

d2Wr

�
x
�

dx2

!
¼u2

r rAWrðxÞ: (25)

Multiplying Eq. (25) by an arbitrary modeWsðxÞ and integrating
by parts over the domain 0< x< L gives

ðL
0

Ws

 
x

!
d2

dx2

 
EI

d2Wr

�
x
�

dx2

!
dx

¼
"
Ws

 
x

!
d
dx

 
EI

d2Wr

�
x
�

dx2

!#L
0

�
"
dWsðxÞ

dx
EI

d2WrðxÞ
dx2

#L
0

þ
ðL
0

EI
d2WrðxÞ

dx2
d2WsðxÞ

dx2
dx

¼ u2
r

ðL
0

rAWrðxÞWsðxÞdx: (26)

Eq. (26) can be written as follows by using the boundary con-
ditions in Eq. (19).

ðL
0

Ws

0
@x

1
A d2

dx2

 
EI

d2Wr

�
x
�

dx2

!
dx

¼
�
dWsðxÞ

dx
kR

dWrðxÞ
dx

�
x¼L

þ
�
dWsðxÞ

dx
kL
dWrðxÞ

dx

�
x¼0

þ
ðL
0

EI
d2WrðxÞ

dx2
d2WsðxÞ

dx2
dx

¼ u2
r

ðL
0

rAWrðxÞWsðxÞdx: (27)

Eq. (27) is then reformulated by interchanging the r’s and the s’s
and subtracted from its original form, which gives

�
u2
r �u2

s

� ðL
0

rAWrðxÞWsðxÞdx¼ 0; (28)

or

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ðL
0

rAWrðxÞWsðxÞ dx ¼ 0 when rss

ðL
0

rAWrðxÞWsðxÞ dxs0 when r ¼ s

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;
: (29)

From Eq. (26) and Eq. (29), we have

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ðL
0

WsðxÞ d2

dx2

 
EI

d2Wr

�
x
�

dx2

!
dx ¼ 0 when rss

ðL
0

WsðxÞ d2

dx2

 
EI

d2Wr

�
x
�

dx2

!
dxs0 when r ¼ s

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
: (30)

The natural modes of WrðxÞ ðr¼ 1; 2;…Þ can be normalized by
ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞW*

s ðxÞdx¼ drs; r; s ¼ 1; 2; … (31)

where W*
r ðxÞ or W*

s ðxÞ denotes a normal mode and drs denotes the
Kronecker delta. Then Eq. (30) is rewritten as

ðL
0

W*
s ðxÞ

d2

dx2

 
EI

d2W*
r

�
x
�

dx2

!
dx¼ur

2drs; r; s¼1; 2; … (32)

2.2.3. Solution of dynamic displacements
Since the normal modes are mutually orthogonal, the response

or dynamic displacement, which satisfies Eq. (15), can be expressed
as a linear combination of the normal modes, i.e.,

wðx; tÞ¼
X∞
r¼1

W*
r ðxÞhrðtÞ: (33)

Inserting Eq. (33) into Eq. (15), multiplying through by W*
s ðxÞ,

integrating over the domain, and using Eqs. (31) and (32), one can
obtain the independent set of ordinary differential equations

d2hrðtÞ
dt2

þur
2hrðtÞ ¼ QrðtÞ; r ¼ 1; 2; … (34)

where

QrðtÞ¼ �
ðL
0

rA
v2ysðx; tÞ

vt2
W*

r ðxÞdx; r ¼ 1; 2; … (35)

The solution of Eq. (34) is

hrðtÞ¼
1
ur

ðt
0

QrðtÞsin urðt� tÞdtþhrð0Þ cos urt

þ _hrð0Þ
ur

sin urt; r¼1;2; … (36)

where

hrð0Þ¼
ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞ

�
y0ðxÞ� ½ysðx; tÞ�t¼0

�
dx; (37)

_hrð0Þ¼
ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞ

�
_y0ðxÞ�

�
vysðx; tÞ

vt

�
t¼0

�
dx: (38)

The dynamic displacement is obtained by inserting Eq. (36) into
Eq. (33), which is

wðx; tÞ¼
X∞
r¼1

W*
r ðxÞ

0
@ 1
ur

ðt
0

QrðtÞsin urðt� tÞdtþ hrð0Þcos urt

þ _hrð0Þ
ur

sin urt

1
A:

(39)

Note that the dynamic displacement of HeH beam can be
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obtained when PL ¼ PR ¼ 0 while that of CeC beam is obtained
when both PL and PR go to infinity.
:

Fig. 3. A beam with hollow circular cross section.

Fig. 4. The prescribed time histories of acceleration at supports.
2.3. Total responses

The total displacement, which is the solution of Eq. (1) subjected
to the boundary conditions in Eq. (2) and the initial conditions in
Eq. (3), is obtained by inserting Eq. (7) and Eq. (39) into Eq. (5). The
total displacement is

yðx;tÞ¼L1ðxÞaðtÞþL2ðxÞbðtÞ

þ
X∞
r¼1

W*
r ðxÞ

0
@ 1
ur

ðt
0

QrðtÞsinurðt�tÞdtþhrð0Þcosurtþ
_hrð0Þ
ur

sinurt

1
A

(40)

Note that QrðtÞ, hrð0Þ and _hrð0Þ in Eq. (40) can be written, by
using Eq. (7), as

QrðtÞ¼ � d2aðtÞ
dt2

ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞL1ðxÞ dx

�d2bðtÞ
dt2

ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞL2ðxÞ dx; (41)

hrð0Þ¼ � ½aðtÞ�t¼0

ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞL1ðxÞdx

�½bðtÞ�t¼0

ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞL2ðxÞdx

þ
ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞy0ðxÞdx; (42)

_hrð0Þ¼ �
�
daðtÞ
dt

�
t¼0

ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞL1ðxÞdx

�
�
dbðtÞ
dt

�
t¼0

ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞL2ðxÞdx

þ
ðL
0

rAW*
r ðxÞ _y0ðxÞdx: (43)

Thus, the total displacement in Eq. (40) can be calculated if time
histories of support motions are given.

The bending moment and the shearing force are expressed as
the sum of static part and dynamic part, respectively, i.e.,

MTOTALðx; tÞ ¼ MSTATICðx; tÞ þMDYNAMICðx; tÞ;
QTOTALðx; tÞ ¼ QSTATICðx; tÞ þ QDYNAMICðx; tÞ; (44)

where MSTATIC and QSTATIC denote static components of bending
moment and shearing force, respectively and they are expressed in
terms of the static displacements. MDYNAMIC and QDYNAMIC denote
their dynamic components expressed by the dynamic displace-
ments. They are
MSTATICðx; tÞ¼ EI
v2ysðx; tÞ

vx2
; (45)

MDYNAMICðx; tÞ¼ EI
v2wðx; tÞ

vx2
; (46)

QSTATICðx; tÞ¼ � EI
v3ysðx; tÞ

vx3
; (47)

QDYNAMICðx; tÞ¼ � EI
v3wðx; tÞ

vx3
: (48)
3. Simulations and discussions

To investigate the influence of the rotational restraint parame-
ters on internal loads during support motions, the vibrations of
slender beams with a section of hollow circle in Fig. 3 are
considered.

The input data for the beams in Fig. 3 are as follows: E ¼
200 GPa, r ¼ 7860 kg=m3, Poisson’s ratio n ¼ 0:3, outer diameter
do ¼ 0:2m, and inner diameter di ¼ 0:14 m. Three different
slender beams with length L ¼ 100 m; 40 m and 12 m are to be
simulated by varying the rotational restraint parameter from 0 to a



Table 1
Comparison of the fifth natural frequencies [rad/sec] based on EBT with those based on TBT.

Beam length, L(slenderness ratio, S) P ¼ 0(HeH beam) P ¼ 10�1 P ¼ 1 P ¼ 10 P ¼ 104 P ¼ ∞(CeC beam)

L ¼ 100m (S ¼ 1638) uEBT 7.5963789 7.6025155 7.6559255 8.0516174 9.1879493 9.1916185
uTBT 7.5944980 7.6006306 7.6540049 8.0493883 9.1844810 9.1881456
Error (%)a 0.0248 0.0248 0.0251 0.0277 0.0378 0.0378

L ¼ 40m (S ¼ 655:4) uEBT 47.477368 47.515722 47.849534 50.322609 57.424683 57.447616
uTBT 47.404067 47.442265 47.849534 50.235760 57.289651 57.312407
Error (%)a 0.1546 0.1548 0.1567 0.1729 0.2357 0.2359

L ¼ 12m (S ¼ 196:6) uEBT 527.52631 527.95246 531.66149 559.14010 638.05203 638.30684
uTBT 518.72262 519.13033 522.67515 548.73728 622.01634 622.25049
Error (%)a 1.6971 1.6994 1.7193 1.8958 2.5780 2.5804

a Errorð%Þ ¼ ðuEBT � uTBT Þ=uTBT � 100, where uEBT and uTBT designate the fifth natural frequencies based on EBT and TBT, respectively. The shear coefficient of the
Timoshenko beam is k ¼ 0.592212.
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sufficiently large value in this section.
To model asynchronous support motions, the 1940 El Centro

Earthquake accelerogram (E-W component) is used and it is
assumed that the earthquake wave propagates from the left to the
Fig. 5. The internal loads of the extremely slender beam (L ¼ 100m). , ðMtotalÞEBT ;
ðQtotalÞEBT ; , ðQtotalÞTBT ; , ðQstaticÞEBT ; , ðQstaticÞTBT in (a1), (b1) and (c1).
right. If the support condition at the left end is different from the
support condition at the right end, the beam responds differently
depending on the direction of propagation of the same seismic
wave. Thus, for simplicity, this paper considers only the beamswith
, ðMtotalÞTBT ; , ðMstaticÞEBT ; , ðMstaticÞTBT in (a1), (b1) and (c1). ,



Fig. 6. Comparison of the internal loads of slender beams as P increases to infinity.
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the same support conditions at both ends, that is, this paper treats
only the beams with PL ¼ PR. The parameters of PL and PR will be
denoted as Pwhen PL ¼ PR. The beams are assumed to be initially at
rest and are excited by spatially different support motions.

The asynchronous support excitations are shown in Fig. 4,
where the time delay, TD, is computed from TD¼(span length)/
(wave speed). The wave speed is assumed as 100 m/s in this paper.
Thus, themotion at the right support will be delayed asmuch as the
time delay, TD. The wave speed is quite low compared with an
actual one but the computed results are useful to develop an un-
derstanding of the structural behavior due to support motions.

Since the internal loads are important from the viewpoint of
structural design, the behaviors of bending moment and shearing
force due to the support motions will be carefully considered in this
paper. The responses of internal loads are computed by using the
first five modes throughout this paper because they produce suf-
ficiently converged solutions for slender beams.

The fifth natural frequencies of the three slender beams based
on EBT are compared with those based on TBT as a function of P in
Table 1. The beams have the same cross section and different beam
lengths, L ¼ 100 m; 40 m and 12 m, whose slenderness ratios are
1638, 655.4, and 196.6, respectively. The slenderness ratio is
defined as S ¼ L=r, where rð¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

I=A
p Þ is a radius of gyration.

As shown in Table 1, the natural frequencies based on EBT in-
crease as the parameter of Pð¼ kL =EIÞ increases and the natural
frequencies approach those of CeC beam as the value of P goes to
infinity. These facts hold true for the frequencies based on TBT. For
the extremely thin beam with L ¼ 100 m, the natural frequencies
based on EBT are nearly identical to those based on TBT. But the
discrepancy between the frequencies based on EBT and TBT in-
creases as the slenderness ratio decreases. Based on these obser-
vations, it is expected that the responses of an extremely slender
beam based on EBT will be nearly identical to those based on TBT,
and that the responses of slender beams approach those of the
corresponding CeC beams as the value of P goes to infinity. Addi-
tionally, it is expected that the discrepancy between the responses
based on EBT and TBT increases as the slenderness ratio decreases.

To check the first expectation that the responses of the
extremely slender beam based on EBT are nearly identical with
those based on TBT, the internal loads based on EBT and TBT are



Fig. 7. Comparison of internal loads of the 100 m-long beam whose slenderness ratio is 1638.
, ðMtotalÞEBT ; , ðMtotalÞTBT ; , ðMstaticÞEBT ; , ðMstaticÞTBT in (a1), (b1), (c1) and (d1). , ðQtotalÞEBT ; , ðQtotalÞTBT ; , ðQstaticÞEBT ; , ðQstaticÞTBT in

(a2), (b2), (c2) and (d2).

Fig. 8. Comparison of internal loads of the 40 m-long beam whose slenderness ratio is 655.4.
, ðMtotalÞEBT ; , ðMtotalÞTBT ; , ðMstaticÞEBT ; , ðMstaticÞTBT in (a1), (b1), (c1) and (d1). , ðQtotalÞEBT ; , ðQtotalÞTBT ; , ðQstaticÞEBT ; , ðQstaticÞTBT in

(a2), (b2), (c2) and (d2).
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compared in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, ðMtotalÞEBT , ðMstaticÞEBT , ðQtotalÞEBT , and
ðQstaticÞEBT denote that the internal loads computed by using EBT
while ðMtotalÞTBT , ðMstaticÞTBT , ðQtotalÞTBT , and ðQstaticÞTBT are
computed by TBT. Throughout this paper, the TBT solutions are
obtained by using the procedure presented by Kim and Ryu [1]. The
results in Fig. 5 confirm the first expectation, that is, the EBT so-
lutions of the extremely thin beam are nearly identical with the TBT
solutions for the same value of the rotational restraint parameter.
Fig. 5 also shows that the responses are influenced by the
parameter.

To examine the second expectation that the responses of slender
beams approach those of the corresponding CeC beam as the
rotational parameter goes to infinity, the internal loads of the three
slender beams with P ¼ 5� 103 and P ¼ 104 are compared with
those of the corresponding CeC beams in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows that
the responses of the slender beams approach the responses of CeC
beam as P increases. This is obvious from the fact the static
displacement in Eq. (7) and the dynamic displacement in Eq. (39)
approach those of a corresponding CeC beam as the value of P
increases to infinity.

To check the third expectation that the discrepancy between
EBT solutions and TBT ones tends to increase as the slenderness
ratio decreases, the internal loads are compared in Figs. 7e9. In
these figures, two sets of data are plotted. One set is the bending
moment along the beam length when the magnitude of the
bending moment based on EBT is maximal during the earthquake,



Fig. 9. Comparison of internal loads of the 12 m-long beam whose slenderness ratio is 196.6.
, ðMtotalÞEBT ; , ðMtotalÞTBT ; , ðMstaticÞEBT ; , ðMstaticÞTBT in (a1), (b1), (c1) and (d1). , ðQtotalÞEBT ; , ðQtotalÞTBT ; , ðQstaticÞEBT ; , ðQstaticÞTBT in

(a2), (b2), (c2) and (d2).
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and the other set is the shearing force when the magnitude of the
shearing force based on EBT is maximal during the earthquake.
Figs. 7e9 show that ðMtotalÞEBT and ðQtotalÞEBT tend to deviate more
from ðMtotalÞTBT and ðQtotalÞTBT , respectively, as the slenderness ratio
decreases. But the static components based on EBT and TBT are
nearly identical each other irrespective of the value of P. This im-
plies that the dynamic components of the internal loads are main
sources of the discrepancies between EBT and TBT solutions. And it
also implies that even in slender beams, in the sense of the slen-
derness ratio, the inertial rotary effect and shear deformation effect
in the dynamic components should not be neglected when the
beams are excited by support motions and thus TBT should be
employed even for slender beams.
4. Conclusion

An analytic solution procedure of rotationally restrained
hinged-hinged beam subjected to transverse motions at supports
are presented based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. And analytic
solutions of internal loads of slender beams based on EBT are
compared with those based on TBT. The results on the internal
loads are as followings:

� The EBT solutions of the extremely slender beam are nearly
identical with the TBT solutions irrespective of the value of the
rotational parameter.

� In general, the responses of the internal loads of slender beams
based on EBT are not coincident with those based on TBT for a
wide range of the value of the rotational restraint parameter.
The discrepancy between EBT and TBT solutions tends to in-
crease as the slenderness ratio decreases. The difference origi-
nates mainly form the dynamic components of internal loads.
Thus, it is necessary to employ Timoshenko beam theory in the
problem of beam vibrations excited by support motions even in
slender beams.

� The responses of rotationally restrained hinged-hinged beam
are identical to those of the corresponding simply supported
beam when the rotational restraint parameter is zero and the
responses of the beam approach those of the corresponding
clamped-clamped beam as the parameter goes to infinity.
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Appendix

The static governing equations of Euler-Bernoulli beam is

EI
v4ysðx; tÞ

vx4
¼0: (A1)

The general solution of Eq. (A1) is

EIysðx; tÞ¼1
6
D1x

3 þ1
2
D2x

2 þD3xþ D4 (A2)

where Di ði¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ are arbitrary constants which are to be
determined by boundary conditions.

For the HeH beam subjected to the support motions, aðtÞ and
bðtÞ, the boundary conditions are

ysðx; tÞjx¼0 ¼ aðtÞ;
ysðx; tÞjx¼L ¼ bðtÞ;

EI
v2ysðx; tÞ

vx2
jx¼0 ¼ 0;

EI
v2ysðx; tÞ

vx2
jx¼L ¼ 0:

(A3)

The constants in Eq. (A2) are determined by the boundary

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.net.2020.05.032
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conditions in Eq. (A3), which yields the same static displacement in
Eq. (12).

For the CeC beam subjected to the support motions, aðtÞ and
bðtÞ, the boundary conditions are

ysðx; tÞjx¼0 ¼ aðtÞ;
ysðx; tÞjx¼L ¼ bðtÞ;

EI
vysðx; tÞ

vx
jx¼0 ¼ 0;

EI
vysðx; tÞ

vx
jx¼L ¼ 0:

(A4)

The constants in Eq. (A2) are determined by the boundary
conditions in Eq. (A4), which produces the same static displace-
ment in Eq. (14).
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